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NEW QUESTION: 1

Refer to the exhibit.
You have just configured multicast on the wired network and the
controller. You configured the multicast address on the Cisco
WLC to be 239.0.1.25, with IGMP snooping disabled. Clients 1
and 3 are associated to AP1, and Client 2 is associated to AP2.
All three clients are associated and authenticated to WLAN 1.
Using Client 1, you send an IGMP join request to test the
multicast application on the wireless network.
Which client or clients will need to process the multicast
traffic?
A. Client 1
B. none of the clients
C. Clients 1 and 3
D. Clients 1, 2, and 3
E. Clients 1 and 2
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
You are planning to create a high availability solution for
your company's SharePoint environment. The company requires:
* the shortest possible recovery time
* automatic failover
* the usage of multiple subnets
You need to recommend a solution to the company's management
team.
For each requirement, what should you recommend? To answer,
drag the appropriate SQL
Server options to the correct requirement. Each SQL Server
option may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may
need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view
content.
Note: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
A project team member is estimating the cost of an activity and
is checking documentation from previous similar projects. Which
estimation method is the project manager using to complete this
task?
A. Analogous estimating
B. Parametric estimating
C. Bottom-up estimating
D. Three-point estimating
Answer: A

Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference: https://pm4id.org/chapter/9-1-estimating-costs/

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option D
B. Option B
C. Option A
D. Option C
Answer: C
Explanation:
Reference:
http://books.google.com.pk/books?id=9PZW7uoxWc8C&amp;pg=PT534&a
mp;lpg=PT534&amp;dq=oracle+webl
ogic+quickest+way+to+identify+the+servers+that+are+in+a+Failed+
health+state&amp;source=bl&amp;ots=
KhWpI_A8ci&amp;sig=tj2MVE7kb6ykTCgr_oYim8MGRQ&amp;hl=en&amp;sa=
X&amp;ei=dUbmU6StFMqS7Ablg4CYDg&amp;ved=0CFQQ6AEwBg#v=one
page&amp;q=oracle%20weblogic%20quickest%20way%20to%20identify%2
0the%20servers%20that%
20are%20in%20a%20Failed%20health%20state&amp;f=false
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